Nissan xterra brake rotors

This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the event this item should fail due to
manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the part free of charge. This
warranty covers the cost of the part only. This item may be interchangeable with parts from
other brands with the above part numbers. This information is provided only for reference and
does not guarantee that the item you are purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from
the brands listed above. To confirm that this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check
Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or
help get you to one that will. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part
faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Brake Kits. This part will only fit a vehicle with
these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year
Make Model Search. Brake Kits. Part 1ABFS Brand : BKA Vehicle Fit. Lifetime Warranty This
item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. Shipping is not available to a P. Check Vehicle
Fit. Fits these Makes Nissan Suzuki. Product Reviews. Great deal. It just doesn't pay to have
someone else do any easy job like brakes. Especially when you can find all the parts needed at
this price. Rotors and pads. Very pleased with the fast delivery. It only took a few days to get to
me. I just put them on today. Rotors and breaks. The rotors and breaks I purchased for my son's
Nisson where a perfect fit. He is up and running, but the best part of the purchase was the
value. It's unbeaten could not find a lower price for the quality of material. Thank You 1A auto.
Great breaks. Packaged perfectly, arrived on time, all parts included with nothing missing. I'm
more than satisfied with the product that was purchased. They stop the truck! Easy to install
and seem like a quality product for the money. Arrived in a timely manner. No squealing or
rattling. Son recommended,. He is an engineer, and knows his materials and the science of
metals. He has done his two vehicles and loves the brakes. We are about to install mine this
weekend, but I doubt that mine will be any different than his as far as quality and value. Thank
you. Everything arrived as promised. Parts arrived and were well packed and all there.
Installation went smooth. The only thing I would like to see different is the clips that hold the
pads i. Tbe calipers dhould be provided. Perfect fit, easy installation and Quick Shipping. These
rotors and brake pads were a perfect fit for my Nissan Frontier. The installed rather easily and I
didn't run into any problems. Shipping was very quick and I had the new items in 3 days. They
were well packaged and there was no damage. I would definitely order from 1A Auto again in the
future. Everything great so far! Everything fit, great price, everything went smoothly and so far
so good! Brake Kit. The brake Pads and Rotors arrived in a timely manner and in good
condition. They fit the vehicle as they should. They stop the vehicle smoothly with no noise. I
am completely satisfied. Brake Kit for xterra. The parts fit perfectly. I only have a few miles on
them but they seated properly, are extremely quiet and dustless. I am very happy with the
service and the quality of the parts. In the future I will be purchasing parts only from 1A. Great
replacement. I ordered this set and it turned out great. Everything was nicely packaged and
showed up 2 days early. Nice quite smooth brakes and no brake dust very happy with purchase.
My1aauto experience. First of all I came across a1 auto site while on the internet I clicked on the
site put in my vehicle type and began searching for brakes clicked on the brakes and I was
amazed that they were sold in kits so I purchased the kit for my vehicle not only were they
cheaper than all the auto parts stores that I called they shipped them for Free and they arrived
in 4 days. I was very pleased with my purchase. A1Auto is the new way for me to purchase parts
for all of my vehicles and yes I've already shared a1 auto website with several of my friends.
Good parts quick and easy. Product worked great. No issues getting the parts. Great parts. Easy
installation and great parts! Perfect fit for a '06 Nissan Exterra. My old lady has a '06 Xterra that
she doesn't take care of. It's her car not mine, she had it before we were together. Her front an
rear pads were completely smoked, I changed her fronts in the past don't remember when but
the rears have never been changed and the car has K on it. I couldn't be happier with this
purchase. I'm getting a set of drilled and slotted with pads for my '08 4runner in the future. The
quality of these are the same as a power stop kit for a daily driver. Excellent product. Good
parts. Excellent fit and work great. Quiet and smooth braking. Early as always. Recieved them 2
days earlier than exspected. Fitment perfect and quality was great. Nothing new for this
exceptional company. I can always rely on 1A to put my projects ahead of schedule. Perfect fit.
Everything fit perfectly with no complaints, great product. Rotors and pads four wheels. First,
this order arrived very fast. I needed a quick response in order to satisfy inspection deadline
and you did your part flawlessly. Then I needed these parts to fit perfectly. They did. Even
though the temperature in my shop was twenty degrees I was able to complete the job

effortlessly in just a couple of hours. Now I have a new state inspection and I saved hundreds
literally! I'll be back. Call Now Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest
quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA
Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos
specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use
Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before
proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search
Brake Kits. Replacing the rotors on a Nissan car is slightly more complicated than with other
vehicles. The hub and bearing assembly is bolted to the brake rotor, so you must deal with it as
well as the brake caliper. If you need to change one brake rotor, there is a good chance that you
will need to change both. This process can vary depending on the year of the truck and whether
it has two- or four-wheel drive. How to Replace the Rotors on a Nissan Frontier. Apply the
Frontier's parking brake if it isn't on, then loosen the wheel's lug nuts with your tire iron, jack up
the front end using the floor jack, position the jack stands under the frame rails and lower the
the truck onto the stands. Remove the wheel. Unbolt and remove the brake caliper from the
rotor; do not stretch or kink the attached brake hose. Locate a spot on the coil spring or other
location on the suspension and tie up the caliper with a piece of wire. Pull the brake pads out of
the caliper mounting bracket and inspect their condition. Unbolt and remove the bracket from
the rotor. Pry the circular cap off the hub using a hammer and chisel, then pull out the cotter pin
and nut lock using needle-nose pliers. Remove the spindle nut and thrust washer using locking
pliers. Pull out the rotor and hub assembly slightly, push it back onto the spindle to force off the
outer bearing and then pull off the rotor and hub assembly. Unscrew the bolts connecting the
rotor to the hub with your wrench and separate the rotor from the hub. Install and tighten the
spindle nut and washer with the pliers, then install the nut lock with a new cotter pin and
reconnect the hub cap. Bolt the caliper mounting bracket to the rotor and insert the brake pads
into the bracket; use new pads if needed. Connect the caliper to the bracket with its bolts. If you
installed new pads, you will likely need to compress the caliper piston using a C-clamp before it
will fit on the bracket. Reinstall the wheel s and hand tighten the lug nuts. Jack up the Frontier
off the jack stands using the floor jack and lower the truck to the floor. Finish tightening the
wheel lug nuts. How to Change Rotors on a Nissan Xterra. Lift the Xterra at the wheel by placing
the floor jack on a frame rail and pumping the lever until the wheel is off the ground; turn the lug
nuts counterclockwise and the wheel will come off. Store the wheel away from the work area.
Place a jack stand near the jack's head on the same frame rail for support. Unplug the ABS
sensor from the caliper wiring harness adapter socket. Remove the caliper by turning the twin
rear mount bolts in a counterclockwise direction; the caliper will slide free of the rotor without
these bolts in place. Watch for the pads, which can fall out of the caliper pistons once the unit is
removed. Store the caliper on the control arm of the truck, or tie it to the control arm. Do not let
the caliper dangle as the brake lines can become damaged. Remove the rotor by turning the
spindle nut counterclockwise, then pulling the rotor free of the hub. Resurface or replace the
rotor, then position it back over the hub and secure the spindle nut clockwise. Replace the pads
on the caliper pistons, then slide the caliper over the new rotor. Secure the caliper by turning
the mount bolts clockwise. Replace the wheel, then turn all lug nuts in a clockwise direction,
with an alternating pattern. Lower the truck by removing the jack stand and turning the pressure
screw on the floor jack counterclockwise. How to Replace the Rotor in a Nissan Altima.
Purchase a new set of rotors for your Nissan Altima online or at the auto parts store. Never
replace rotors individually, as this leads to uneven braking and damages your car. Raise your
Altima using a jack and jack stands. Once it's up, remove the lug nuts, tire and front end
assembly of the first wheel you need to work on with a socket wrench or an air ratchet with an
appropriate adapter. Remove the caliper being careful not to disconnect it from the brake line.
Suspend the caliper and brake hose out of the work area with mechanic's wire. Take off the old
rotor. For the front rotors, thread two bolts into the threaded holes on the rotor and tighten the
bolts to loosen the old rotor. For rear rotors, just pull the old rotor off of the hub. Clean the area
around the hub with a damp cloth to remove any debris and corrosion. Apply a coating of
anti-seize compound to the hub to keep the new rotor from rusting to the hub. Slide the new
rotor onto the hub in the correct position. Replace the caliper and discard the mechanic's wire.
Tighten the caliper bolts with a torque wrench to 53 to 72 ft. Reinstall the wheel assembly and
tire. Continue on and replace each additional rotor. Lower the vehicle after you install the new
rotors. Tighten the lug nuts on the tires with a torque wrench. Be sure to pump the brakes and
then road test the vehicle to make sure that the installation was successful. How to Replace the
Rotor in a Nissan Pathfinder. Jack up your Nissan Pathfinder with jacks and jack stands. Block
the wheels to keep your truck from rolling while you work. Take off the tire and wheel assembly

with a socket wrench or air ratchet. Remove the brake pads, caliper and bolts and the torque
member. Remove the grease cap from the hub. Then remove the cotter pin and the castellated
nut. This allows you to then remove the old rotor with the wheel hub attached. Clean any
corrosion or debris from the area using a damp cloth. Apply multipurpose grease to the hub's
oil seal lip and then put the new rotor into position with the hub. Install the new rotor with the
hub back in place and then make sure that the wheel bearings are in good shape and lubricate
them. Install the castellated nut with a new cotter pin and then replace the grease cap. Put the
brake pads, caliper and bolts and the torque member back onto the wheel assembly using a
torque wrench. Put the wheel assembly, tire and lug nuts back on and then repeat this process
for each new rotor. Lower the vehicle and tighten the lug nuts with a torque wrench or air
ratchet and pump the brakes. If the brakes seem spongy, bleed the brakes and test your
Pathfinder again to make sure that the installation was successful. Support your Pathfinder by
using a jack and then secure it in place with jack stands. Be sure to place the jack stands so
that the weight of the vehicle is properly supported. Take off the tire and wheel assembly by
loosening the lug nuts and removing them with a socket wrench or air ratchet with an
appropriate adapter. Remove the caliper and suspend it with mechanic's wire to prevent the
caliper from getting disconnected from the brake line and to keep it out of the way while you
change the rotor. Separate the rotor from the wheel assembly. If your Pathfinder's rotors are
corroded, be sure to remove all debris from the area with a damp cloth before you put the new
rotor on. Install the new rotor and tighten the holding screws. Replace the caliper and brake line
to its original position and then discard the mechanic's wire. Install the wheel assembly and the
tire. Repeat this process to replace the other rotors and then lower the truck and tighten the tire
lug nuts with a torque wrench. Road test your pathfinder to make sure the installation was
successful. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Nissan Xterra Brake Disc. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:.
Brake Disc part. Disc Design. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Shop Nissan Xterra Brake
Disc. Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee
Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: CE Height; 1. Thickness; 1. Thickness; 2. Hub Reg;
0. Thickness; 3. Height; 0. Thickness; 0. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 21 results. Jul 03, Great
stopping power and a great product all round Purchased on Sep 18, Jun
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10, Great Brakes. These brakes are the real deal. Feel really good having now installed them.
Purchased on Jan 30, Helpful Automotive Resources. However, when exposed to unfavorable
conditions, metal components may become vulnerable to rust and corrosion. Most brake
components are made from tough and durable metals, such as steel and cast iron. Are Rusty
Brake Discs a Problem? Good Brakes vs. Bad Brakes Brakes work by creating friction in order
to slow down or stop a moving vehicle. For brakes to generate friction, a braking material is
pressed against a secondary material that rotates along with the wheel. This secondary material
may come in two forms: brake drums and disc brakes. How Do Car Brakes Work? Each wheel
on your vehicle comes with its own brake and attached hydraulic device. All four brakes
respond to the brake pedal. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement.

